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BLACK MALE MENTAL HEALTH IN THE WAKE OF FEMINISM:
AN UNSPOKEN TRUTH ABOUT HOW BLACK WOMEN CAN BE
DETRIMENTAL TO THE BLACK MAN’S MENTAL HEALTH.
BY REBAONE TSATSINYANE.
The month of May is internationally

And that we don’t always have to feel like

recognised as Mental Health Awareness

we’re in control of everything. There’s

Month. For a lot of us as Black people,

been a growing number of Black people

this doesn’t really mean anything of

who are more open-minded and receptive

significance. If anything, it just means

to the fact that mental health issues aren’t

seeing posts on social media with

a phantom condition that people make up,

hashtags that carry phrases such as

but rather that they are very much real,

“Mental Health Is Real; “Positive Vibes

and affect millions of people.

Only” or “Therapy Saved Me”. All of these
hashtags are great, especially if you or

On the surface, this all seems progressive

someone you know is struggling with

and encouraging, but reality isn’t quite the

mental health issues. It ensures and

same. You’ll notice that I make specific

validates to us that sometimes, it’s okay

reference to Black people in this article.

to not be okay.

The reason for that is because our race’s

By radical, this means actively pursuing

current disposition towards mental health

equality (a very distorted idea of equality)

is one that benefits only one group of our

by any means necessary. This includes the

race, and dismisses the other. The plain

normalization of hypersexual behaviour

and simple truth is that Black women tend

and prostitution; having no regard for

to receive a more gentle response when

Afrikan customs and traditions; and most

they talk about their struggles with mental

recently, the psychological butchering and

health. This can range from depression;

castration of Black male figures who dare

suicide; bipolar; anxiety; eating disorders

to express vulnerability.

and other mental health illnesses. Black
men on the other hand are often ridiculed
and even attacked for speaking up about
their struggles with mental health. Often
times by the same women who ask to be
taken seriously when they’re the ones

“What is problematic, is the
pursuit of this equality through
the means of belittling and
emasculating Black men.”

dealing with mental health issues. It’s all
one big paradox.

There is nothing wrong with Black women
wanting to be treated as equals to their

The fourth-wave Feminism movement is a

male counterparts. What is problematic, is

big part of why this is the case. I’m not

the pursuit of this equality through the

saying it is the sole reason for it, but it has

means of belittling and emasculating Black

played an undeniably powerful role in the

men. Fourth-wave Feminism is to a very

way things are. Feminism in itself

large extent, toxic. The same way we have

advocates for an absolute equality of the

toxic Masculinity, i.e. patriarchy, sexism

sexes – politically, socially and

and misogyny, we also have toxic Feminism.

economically. Now fourth-wave Feminism
is like a radical version of this.

The difference between them is that a lot
of the time, toxic Masculinity presents
itself as gender-based violence (GBV), while

“Society has engineered us to
react more to the battered
and bruised body of a
woman, and to shrug off
verbal insults thrown at a
man by that same woman.”

toxic Feminism is denounced from the
harmful things that women sometimes say
to men (and is actually also a form of GBV).
Society has engineered us to react more to
the battered and bruised body of a woman,
and to shrug off verbal insults thrown at a
man by that same woman. In fact, women
tend to excuse their behaviour by arguing
that they say these harmful things because
they were “upset” or “in the heat of the
moment”. The same excuse can’t be applied
to the men though.

As Black women, we march and stand in

The problem with this is that our Black men

solidarity with victims of GBV because we

are too often expected to be the providers

see the physical impact of the abuse with

of these materialistic things. We’ve become

our naked eye, but we can’t do the same

so comfortable with the idea of having men

with our Black men when they’re on the

take care of us, that we now have a deep-

receiving end of the abuse. There’s a

seated sense of entitlement to these

Tswana proverb that says: “Monna nku o

materialistic things. If a man can’t provide

llela teng.” A translation of the proverb

for you financially, he’s undeserving of your

speaks to emphasise how men are

love. If he’s “too emotional”, he’s considered

expected to be strong and not show any

weak.

emotion. Zulu people would ask:
“Ukhaliswa yintombi? Haibo qina, ndoda!”

Fourth-wave Feminists seem to almost have
double standards on the notion of abuse.

It seems as though Black women have

Yelling and screaming at a man that he’s

now become the perpetrators. However,

inadequate, useless or simply not man

we lurk in the shadows and aren’t explicit

enough because of whatever shortcomings

and blatant with our abuse. Fourth-wave

he may have, is a highly lethal way of

Feminists have arguably spent the

destroying him. But because we don’t see

majority of their activist lives ostracising

the physical wounds of the abuse on his

toxic Masculinity because of how

body, it’s not necessarily considered abuse.

destructive it is to our women and to
society in its totality, but they also

Studies have shown that the effects of

quickly turned around to absorb and

mental abuse on the human brain and body,

reproduce that abuse for their own

can have the same effects that physical

benefit and social elevation.

abuse has. Short-term effects of the abuse
can be shame; hopelessness; fear and

A lot of the time when Black women are

confusion. The long-term effects can be

abusive to Black men, it takes place in the

insomnia; anxiety; eating disorders; chronic

context of emotional, financial and

physical pain; difficulty establishing trust

mental abuse. Physical abuse is also

and an inability to develop healthy

possible, but it is less likely to happen

relationships with others. In especially the

than the other 3 forms of abuse. The

context of our Afrikan men and women, we

capitalist society that we now live in

see the effects of the psychological trauma

requires men and women to have and live

and abuse in how divided we are as a race.

flashy lifestyles as a benchmark for their

Black men and women demonise each other

success – expensive cars; expensive

because we simply do not know how to love

clothing; weaves; extravagant holidays

one another even in the face of adversity.

and anything else that society deems

We don’t know how to have healthy

enviable.

dialogues that encourage unity and
harmony.

The same fire that burns against toxic
Masculinity, needs to also burn against
toxic Feminism. It can’t be that “Mental
Health Is Real, but it’s only real for
women. We can’t be encouraged to
manifest “Positive Vibes Only”, but men
have no say in these manifestations. We
also can’t be told to stop shaming people
who say “Therapy Saved Me”, but not do
the same thing if a man is the one that
gets saved by therapy.
As Afrikans, we need to stand tall in our
truth. We need to uplift one another. As
Bhut’ Veli Mbele beautifully puts it: “We
must re-orientate and use our tongues
intentionally. Not as swords with which
we cut each other down, but rather lift
each other up.”
Lesedi; kganya.

Rebaone Tsatsinyane.

“The same fire that burns
against toxic Masculinity,
needs to also burn against
toxic Feminism.”

